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Abstract
This paper presents the development of an application to propose complex
exercises to students on a Moodle platform by connecting to an external server
through LTI (Learning Tools Interoperability) protocol. The system has been
applied to automatic grading of hardware descriptions made by students using
the high level hardware description language VHDL. In this application the
student has to upload his or her description in a Moodle platform and this
description is simulated in another server with the appropriate simulation
software. Thus, an immediate evaluation of the exercise is obtained with the
need of additional software in the platform that hosts the Moodle platform and
the student database, being another computer managed by teachers that
performs simulations. The system is easily scalable to other fields different
from digital electronics as Pspice.
Keywords
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1. Introduction
Since the 2009-2010 academic year, new Bachelor's Degrees are being conducted within
the framework of the European Higher Education Area (EHEA) at Escola Universitària
d'Enginyeria Tècnica Industrial de Barcelona (EUETIB) of Universitat Politècnica de
Catalunya – BarcelonaTech (UPC–BarcelonaTech). Specifically, the offered curricula are
Biomedical Engineering, Energy Engineering, Electric Engineering, Industrial Electronics
and Automation Engineering, Mechanics Engineering and Chemical Engineering (UPC,
2015).
The change, besides eliminating the traditional technical and superior engineering studies
and establishing a new curriculum divided in Bachelor's and Master's Degrees, has led to a
different way of teaching the studies where the practical part and the conduction of tasks
has become more important over previous curricula and has reduced the weight of
theoretical classroom tests. This model, beyond the advantages that may have on student
education, implies a substantial increase in effort by teaching staff.
For this reason, it is necessary to develop new techniques and tools that allow lecturers to
keep track of student work without incurring an appreciable increase in their workload.
Learning Content Manager Systems (LCMS) as Moodle are good tools that incorporate
multiple functionalities and enable reaching all students massively. Usually, student
registration is totally transparent to teachers who have a virtual platform with all data of
students already entered at the beginning of each course. The main drawback that may
appear is that, as this registration is not managed by the teacher, important limitations may
exist. For this reason, it would be desirable to create connectors between the LCMS server
that stores student registration data and another server managed by the lecturer that would
store tasks to be performed by students, and thus, all the desired software can be installed.
In this work, we present a system installed in a remote server that connects via LTI
(Learning Tools Interoperability) protocol developed by IMS Global (Severance et al,
2010) that takes advantage of student database in a Moodle server and then, automatically
evaluates the proposed exercises to students using another server managed by the teacher.
Specifically, exercises consists of writing high level descriptions of digital systems using
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VHDL (Very-high speed integrated circuit Hardware Description Language) in a Digital
Electronics and Microprocessors course in the Industrial Electronics and Automation
Engineering Bachelor's Degree.
2. Budget constraints concurrent with the implementation of the plan
EHEA implementation at EUETIB began during 2009-2010 academic year and it has
replaced plans implemented in 1995 and its reform in 2002.
At first, in spite of the increase of teaching workload in the new system, it had to be
implemented with the same teaching resources available in the previous model, which
implied a number of severe limitations. However, the actual situation has been different.
Due to the economic crisis experienced in Southern Europe, higher education budgets not
only have been frozen but have been reduced considerably. Specifically, at Universitat
Politècnica de Catalunya(AFS, 2015), and without any correction for inflation or increase
of cost due to staff aging, staff budget has been reduced from year 2010 to year 2015 from
206 to 177 million Euros, approximately. This means that staff budget was 16% higher in
2010 when the new model was to begin to be implemented than 2015 when the model was
fully implemented. This figures, drawn from UPC webpage and shown in figure 1, include
teaching and research staff as well as administrative and technical support staff but ratios
between them have not varied significantly in these last five years and it is useful to get an
idea of the evolution of available resources.

Figure 1.Staff budget evolution at UPC in M€ for the last 8 years
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3. The course in which the automatic correction tool has been applied
3.1 Environment of the course within the curriculum
Despite the adverse economic environment, curricula adapted to EHEA have been
implemented with successful effort. Among the different courses taught in the new
curricula, this work focuses on course "Digital Electronics and Microprocessors (EDM)"
(Cosp and Gutiérrez, 2015) which belongs to fifth semester of Bachelor's Degree in
Industrial Electronics and Automation Engineering. The course is simultaneous with
another course on Electronics Technology (TE) and immediately follows a course on
Electronic Systems (STI) that provides an introduction to Electronics.
Before enrolling to the EDM course, students should have acquired the specific
competence "Basic knowledge on digital electronics" and during this course should
develop other specific competences as "Foundation and application knowledge on digital
electronics and microprocessors" and part of "Ability to design analog, digital and power
electronic systems". Also, students should develop generic competence "Effective spoken
and written communication skills", which is not treated in this work.
Students begin the course once they have followed and passed the STI course, which is
transversal to all Engineering degrees taught a EUETIB. In this previous course, basic
aspects on electronics are shown and among them, basic digital electronics. In this way, in
EDM course, apart from going further on the design of more complex digital systems at
gate and block levels, it also exists and important part focused on applications in which
students develop the ability to write down digital circuit descriptions using the high-level
hardware description language VHDL (IEEE, 2009). VHDL language is a language similar
to the programming language ADA but its application is not the description of algorithms
to be run on a digital automaton (microprocessor) but the description of digital systems to
be modeled, simulated and/or synthesized. By means of these tools, the engineer is able to
describe her o his system to, then, have it implemented on a Programmable Logic Device
(PLD) or a Specific Application Integrated Circuit (ASIC). Using this technique, circuit
design and implementation time is reduced to a large degree compared to traditional
implementation techniques where standard TTL circuits are used. In addition to this, this
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process implies an important cost reduction and the possibility of implementing moderately
complex circuits, which is not feasible in a reasonable amount of time when traditional
manual techniques are used. As an example of a VHDL program, figure 2 shows the
description of a simple NOT gate.

Figure 2.Elementary VHDL description example. NOT gate.

3.2 Course development and planning
This course is divided in three main parts. The first one is lectures, in which basic concepts
are presented. Another one is lab sessions in which students test their designs on a
commercial development board (Digilent, 2015) based in an FPGA (Field-Programmable
Gate-Array). The last part is homework in which they write down and simulate descriptions
that they will test afterward at the lab. This part of the plan is very important as there is not
enough time at the lab for the complete description design, simulation and implementation
processes, thus, students at the lab must have their design in a well advanced development
stage to finish the exercise in time.
Student descriptions are individually reviewed by the instructor as well as at the lab where
student receives a feed-back and once the exercise is finished to be revised and evaluated.
This process is essential but also enormously tedious. When reviewing the description, the
instructor must take into account a great variety of characteristics. Some of them can not
be easily automated and must be done by the instructor as the description global
assessment, the use of specific required techniques (as structural or behavioral descriptions)
and the most important of them, student feedback and personal interaction. However, there
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other characteristics that can be easily automatically assessed as correct description syntax
and its correct functionality. A tool that could implement these assessments would be a
great help in the review process, allowing the instructor to focus on the first aspects that
must essentially be carried out by him and can not be left to the machine.
4 Automatic correction tools
The development of tools for automatic correction is an important research field since their
great interest in technical education due to exercise complexity. Computer programming
and hardware description are not an exemption. Numerous examples of these applications
exist. Some examples are given in (Baruque and Herrero, 2015) in which an automatic
correction tool is applied to Java programs developed by students and they obtain a
preliminary assessment to their tasks previous to their final delivery to their instructor.
Also, in (Gutiérrez et al, 2010) it is shown a developed module for Moodle that can
automatically verify the uploaded descriptions by students relieving the instructor from
continuously supervising student tasks.
When comparing this tools, it is necessary to take into account the following characteristics
(Caiza and del Álamo, 2013): The range of programming and/or description hardware
languages supported; the programming language used for development that facilitates the
deployment and maintenance of the tool, the logical architecture that will set its modularity,
scalability and flexibility; the required hardware; if the tool requires other modules or not;
technologies used by the tool (standards, protocols, libraries, etc.) and the metrics that it
can evaluate as well as the ability to calculate a score for the task.
A good review of existing applications can be found in (Caiza and delÁlamo, 2013) and
(Ihantol et al, 2010).
5 Moodle and LTI protocol
A Moodle based LCMS (Atenea (ICE-UPC, 2015a)) is available at UPC and this is the tool
used for the automatic correction application in the course presented in this paper. This
platform, among other options, gives us the possibility to pose tests with closed answers or
solving mathematical exercises using other tools as WIRIS quizzes (ICE-UPC, 2015b) but,
obviously, it does not exist any specific embedded module for all disciplines as compilers
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and computer simulators. This prevents proposing exercises to students on the development
of high-level hardware descriptions as VHDL. Nevertheless, there exists a module that may
connect platform Atenea with an external server using LTI protocol (Severance et al, 2010).
By using this protocol (figure 3) a task can be generated at Atenea server that is linked to
the external server. When the student performs de task, the server sends the necessary
information about student to the external server and opens a window on the LCMS with
the contents generated by the external application. From this point, the student interacts
with these contents but within the environment of the LCMS.
On the other hand, to facilitate the deployment of the protocol and the development of
applications using LTI, libraries exist that embed the most common tasks required to
establish a successful link between two servers by means of the LTI protocol.

Figure 3.Diagram of a LCMS + LTI system.(Source: www.celtic-project.org)

6 Tool description.
In order to automatically assess exercises consisting in VHDL descriptions, a PHP based
application running on a server managed by course instructors has been developed. This
application is linked using LTI protocol to a Moodle server (Atenea version from
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UniversitatPolitècnica de Catalunya) using the standard TSUGI (Galanis et al., 2014)
libraries.
An external task is created in Moodle that is linked to our server where the student can
upload the description he has created. Then, once the file has been uploaded, our server
proceeds to its simulation by means of the open source VHDL simulator ghdl (Gingold,
2005). Previously, the instructor has uploaded in the same task the VHDL testbench
corresponding to the required description to test it. Compilation results (i.e. if there have
been any syntax error) and simulation results (i.e. if the student design behavior behaves
as expected by the testbench designed by the instructor) is saved in a spreadsheet located
at the server managed by instructors.
At this point, as the Moodle implementation at UPC is limited to LTI v.1.1 and v.2.0 is not
available yet, it is not possible to return the results and grades to Moodle server, they have
to be managed by the external server.
Figure 4 shows a sample window generated by the external server and embedded in Moodle
as an external task, specifically a window to upload VHDL files to be simulated (note that
this is an instructor's version as it also requires the stimuli file or testbench).

Figure 4.Embedded window at LCMS to upload files to be tested. This is the instructor version that
includes a stimuli file or testbench.
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7 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented the development of an application to automatically assess
high-level hardware descriptions, specifically written using VHDL, developed by students
following the course "Digital Electronics and Microprocessors" in the Bachelor's Degree
in Industrial Electronics and Automation at Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya.
The application is based on PHP language and it is running on a server that can connect to
the Learning Content Manager System at UPC (Atenea, which is based in Moodle) by
means of LTI protocol. In this application, students, after logging in to the course from the
LCMS, are redirected to an external server where their VHDL descriptions are compiled,
simulated and its behavior verified by means of a testbench created by the instructor. Once
they have finished the proposed exercise, results of each student are exported to a
spreadsheet for the instructor to assess the task.
At this moment, the code is fully developed and its functionality verified and it is going to
be tested with students during the next semester.
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